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Abstract: The study is based on a study that investigated factors that affect the issuance of corporate bonds in
Tanzania. The study presents corporate bonds markets development as both a source of finance on one hand
and as an investment channel on the other hand. It compares results to other similar cases comparable to
Tanzania. It focuses on factors that are affecting corporate bonds issuance process among Tanzanian
corporations. Based on a multivariate analysis, factors that were assessed for effects on corporate bonds
issuance were; corporate bonds restrictive covenants, market liquidity and knowledge and information in the
market and among investors. The results indicated that the three factors were not the only factors that affected
corporate bonds issuance in Tanzania, but rather a myriad of other factors that affected issuance exist.
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INTRODUCTION

When a corporation (or government) wishes to
borrow money from the public on a long term basis, it
usually does so by issuing or selling debt securities. They
are generally called bonds (Ross, 1998). Many
corporations in the world especially in developed
financial markets in the USA, Japan and Western Europe
do issue corporate bonds as a means of financing.
Companies such as Time Warner, Viacom, TCI, Delta,
UAL, USL, and Digital Equipment use borrowed money
from investors by issuing bonds.

Since the mid-1990s corporate bonds markets have
become an increasingly important source of financing for
the private sector, especially in the emerging market
countries. The authorities in these countries are becoming
increasingly aware of the importance of establishing deep,
liquid corporate debt markets. They have placed such
development high on their agenda. However to date,
corporate bond markets in many countries remain largely
undeveloped, with a limited supply of quality issues and
inadequate market infrastructure (Luengnaruemitchai and
Lian, 2005; Smith and Todd, 1995).

The financial system in Tanzania: The financial system
in Tanzania had formally been characterized by excessive
governmental regulations. It is underdeveloped and still in
transition. In Tanzania all financial institutions from 1967
after the Arusha declaration to early 1990s were owned by
the state. This had led to lack of competitive environment,
market inefficiency and high political patronage in the
banking system. The impact on the financial industry
were inefficient and high operating costs in the sector,
huge non performing loan portfolios, inadequate provision

for loan losses, insolvency of banking system, capital
inadequacy and inflated profits. However, the financial
system has evolved from financial repression to
liberalization and restructuring of the financial
intermediation process (Ernest et al., 1997).

Financial repression: Financial repression was
characterized by restricted entry into the financial and
specifically the banking sector. This led to the public
ownership of major banks. The government intervened in
the financial market place principally in three basic ways.
First, imposition of large reserve requirement on
commercial banks (statutory minimum requirement)
second, rationing of credit among competing users to
excess demand because of low interest rates and third,
ceiling rates for deposit and lending interest rate (this
measure encouraged capital flight as it discouraged
domestic savings). It restrained savers from holding
claims (financial assets) in domestic market, while others
concentrated on real assets rather than financial
investments (Ernest et al., 1997; Nyagetera, 1997).

Financial liberalization process: Financial liberalization
involved two distinct but fundamental and complementary
changes. These were liberalization of the sector. Putting
the private sector rather than the government in charge of
determining who gets credit and at what prices and
establishment of a system of prudential supervision. This
restrains the private actors to be insured that their
decisions are in the interest of the general public as well
(Nyagetera, 1997).

There were six major dimensions proposed to curb
financial repression in Tanzania and these were;
elimination  of  credit controls, encouraging passive real
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Table 1: Corporate bonds issued and listed at DSE.
Name of issuer Description of bond Amount TZS Issue date Maturity
East African Development Bank (EADB) TZS 15 billion fixed rate bond 15 Billion 23/05/2005 2012
(3rd Issue)
Eastern, Central and Southern African Trade TZS 15 billion fixed rate bond 15 Billion 26/08/2003 2010
Development Bank (PTA) issued at 99.75%
Barclays Bank (T) Ltd. TZS 10 billion Tranche “A” 10 Billion 19/07/2005 2010

unsecured and subordinated
Medium term note

Barclays Bank (T) Ltd. TZS 10 billion Tranche “B” 10 Billion 22/02/2006 2011
unsecured and subordinated
Medium term note

Barclays Bank (T) Ltd. TZS 4.6 billion Tranche “C”. 4.6 Billion 27/10/2006 2011
unsecured and subordinated
Medium term note

Standard Chartered Bank Ltd. TZS 8 billion subordinated and 8 Billion 06/07/2005 2010
2015. unsecured due

Alaf Ltd. TZS 15.07 billion unsecured 1st 15.07 Billion 17/12/2008 2015
Tranche due 2015

http://www.dse.co.tz/main/index.php?page=27 (Accessed on: 27 May, 2011)

interest rates (eliminate interest rate ceiling and pursuing
price stabilization via appropriate macro economic and
structured policies), free entry into the banking sector,
bank autonomy (allowing bankers rather than bureaucrats
to decide on operations of the financial decisions at that
level), privatization of bank ownership and liberalization
of international capital flows. When all of the above
aspects are in place we expect increased financial savings
and improved investment efficiency with reduced cost of
intermediation (Shaw, 1973; Nyagetera, 1997)

Financial sector restructuring: Tanzania adopted a
socialist economy in 1967 in which all existing private
sector banks were nationalized and merged to form the
National Bank of Commerce (NBC). The NBC dominated
the financial system accounting for 85% of bank deposits.
It enjoyed nearly monopoly of banking on the mainland.
A small governmental bank, the People’s Bank of
Zanzibar (PBZ) operated in islands of Zanzibar and
Pemba. The Co-operative and Rural Development bank
(CRDB) was set up in 1971 as a development bank. It was
converted to a commercial bank in 1984. Deposit taking
Parastatals; the Tanzania Housing Bank (THB) focused
on long-term finance. No new entry by the private sector
into the financial markets was allowed until the early
1990s (Brownbridge and Harvey, 1998)

The government introduced broad based reforms in
1986. The objective was to stabilize the economy and
address structural problems. To facilitate the reforms the
government put in place a number of institutional
arrangements. The reforms progresses encompassed a
number of actions including the restructuring of
financially distressed banks, measures to improve savings
mobilization and enhance the efficiency of credit
allocation and the enhancement of soundness of the
banking system through an improved regulatory and
supervisory framework. Other actions were the

establishment and development of money and capital
markets and the establishment of Non-Performing Assets
(NPA) recovery trust (Shaw, 1973 and Robert, 2002).

Despite the above restructuring, the following
financial institutions acts were established and amended
over time, first the Banking and Financial Institutions Act
(BFIA, 1991) consolidated the law relating to business of
banking and harmonized the operations of all financial
institutions in Tanzania. The act aimed at fostering a
sound banking system and regulation of credit operations.
It also allowed private banks to operate banks in
Tanzania. Second, the BOT act of 1965 as amended in
1978 was repealed and replaced by the BOT act of 1995.
It specifies functions and objectives to the regulation and
supervision of banks and financial institutions in
Tanzania. The new act became the cornerstone for new
policy vision and focused mainly on single policy
objective of price stability. The implementation of
monetary policy changed from the use of direct
instruments to indirect instruments (Robert, 2002).

Corporate bonds experiences in Tanzania: Tanzania
had only two corporate bonds by 2005, one issued by
Preferential Trade Area (PTA) and another by East Africa
Development Bank (EADB) However the prospects for
developing an active and liquid market seems to be
brighter due to the increase of corporate bonds issues
recently, making by now a total of nine corporate bonds
issued and listed at the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange
(DSE) in Tanzania, by five companies most of which are
banks.

The corporate bond market is still nascent and under
exploration by most companies or still not discovered by
most local companies.  Arguably, it has been as a result of
lack of knowledge and information on this type of
financial instrument. As of 2011, Dar es salaam Stock
Exchange statistics indicate the following companies in
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Table 1 and their respective bond issues. This is still a
small market for corporate bonds compared to many
companies that are there available and the need for
finance that is there.

Therefore corporate bond issuance in Tanzania in the
primary market is still in its infancy stage while the
secondary market is completely non-existent for corporate
bonds. On the other hand the OTC market for corporate
bonds in Tanzania is not yet clear or presumably non-
existent while the need (demand) from investors seems to
be promising.

METHODOLOGY

Research approach: The study conducted was an applied
or action research which seeks to answer or find solutions
to a specific problem (Kothari, 2004); the research was
exploratory; it investigated on a problem that cut across
all corporations that may or do use corporate bonds as a
source of finance
.
Sampling design: The study was conducted in Dar es
Salaam, because, it being a commercial city with many
diverse companies it offered a natural area for the study;
the area was also advantageous because of the presence of
the Head offices of most companies that were included in
the sample. The targeted population in this study included
all companies with the potential of Issuing corporate
bonds in Tanzania; the list consisted of 100 companies.
The sample size was selected using random sampling
technique, and constituted of a total number of 52
companies out of 100 companies in order to achieve the
reliability, validity and representativeness of the sample
(Kothari, 2004). However out of 52 companies only 47
companies were accessed by the researcher, out of these
47 companies, 27 companies were banks and 20 were
non-bank companies these included among others
parastatals and other private corporations.

Data collection methods: Primary data was gathered
through questionnaires and personal interviews depending
on the convenience of the respondents most of whom
were financial managers, directors of finance, treasurers,
investment officers and general managers of these
companies. Secondary data was collected from secondary
sources of data such as journals, books, news papers,
websites and publications.

Research objectives: The study was governed by two
objectives:

C To assess the factors affecting corporate bonds
issuance in Tanzania

C To avail recommendations for future prospects of
corporate bonds market in Tanzania

Table 2: Company profile statistics
Employees Number of

Age statistics Years (Age) statistics employees
Mean 16.8750 Mean 34
Median 10.00
Mode 10.00 Mode 1600
Range 75.00
Research data 

Data analysis techniques: Data collected was
quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed; Quantitative
data was analyzed by using Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) software. Different statistical measures
such as; percentage means and standard deviations for
presentation of results were done. Regression analysis
was done to establish the contribution of each
independent variable to the dependent variable; the
dependent variable was the decision to issue corporate
bonds while the independent variables were corporate
bonds restrictive covenants, primary and secondary
market lack of liquidity and lack of corporate bonds
information and knowledge among investors. Correlation
analysis was conducted to establish whether the
relationship between the dependent variables and
independent variable existed, and it established the
strength of relationship between the variables, and the
analysis further established the relationships’ linearity.
The Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient (RSP) was used.
Testing of non-parametric hypothesis is normally done by
suing Chi-square tests; Kothari (2004). The testing of the
hypothesis was done by conducting Chi-square tests. So
the Chi-square tests were used to test the relationship
between the factors. The tests were done at 95% (alpha
0.05)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General observations: The companies that were surveyed
ranged between 53 years to 1 year of age since their
incorporation. Majority of them were within 10 years of
incorporation these were about 11% of the entire surveyed
sample. On the extremes the youngest were 1 to 3 years of
age constituting about 2% or less of the sample and the
oldest ones ranged between 52 to 55 years of age
constituting about 2% as well. From Table 2 the average
age of companies is 16.875 years, the mode and median
being 10 years indicating that most of the companies are
about 10 years old partly because most of them were
established in Tanzania after the privatization and
liberalization processes that took place in the 1980s to
1990s.

Intension of the companies to issue corporate bonds:
The analysis involved the processing of 47 companies.
Generally, corporate bonds issuance/decision was
designed  as  the dependent factor. There were 27.7% of
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Table 3:  Corporate bonds issuance intentions.
Corporate bonds issuance intention Frequency Percent Cumulative percentage

Yes 13 27.7 27.7
                 34 72.3 100.0

No 37 100.0
Corporate bonds issuance decision levels

Extremely willing to Issue corporate bonds 2 4.3 4.3
Very willing to issue Corporate bonds 4 805 12.8
Moderate willing to Issue corporate bonds 3 6.4 19.2
Less willing to issue Corporate bonds 16 34.0 53.2
Not wiling to issue Corporate bonds                22 46.8 100.0
Total 47 100.0

Research data

Table 4: Factors affecting corporate bonds issuance 
Factors Frequency Percent Cumulative percentage
Corporate bonds restrictive covenants

Yes 35 74.5 74.5
No 12 25.5 100.0
Total 47 100.0

Corporate bonds marketsliquidity 
Yes 30 63.8 63.8
No 17 36.2 100.0
Total 47 100.0

Corporate bonds information knowledge among investors
Yes 31 66.0 66.0
No 16 34.0 100.0
Total 47 100.0

Research data

companies that had intentions to issue corporate bonds in
the future while 72.3% of companies had no intention of
issuing corporate bonds in future (Table 3).

The rating of corporate bonds issuance/decision level
was as indicated in the analysis in Table 3. 46.8% of
companies indicated that they were not willing to issue
corporate bonds or use it as a source of finance, taking the
largest proportion of the decision levels. Other decision
levels were rated lower with, less willing to issue
corporate bonds ranking second with 34% of companies
preferences. This result corresponds to the observed
ratings above for independent factors above and is going
to be tested empirically in a regression model in section
following below.

Factors affecting company’s corporate bonds issuance:
The study analyzed a set of three factors that affect
corporate bond issuance. These factors were the corporate
bond restrictive covenants stringiness, corporate bond
market liquidity and corporate bond information and
knowledge among investors. The independent
factors/variables’ general observations on whether they
affected corporate bonds issuance were as below;

Corporate bonds restrictive covenants stringiness was
assessed. There were 25.5% of companies that held that
corporate bonds restrictive covenants stringiness did not
discourage the issuance of corporate bonds and 74.5% of
companies considered corporate bonds restrictive
covenants stringiness as discouraging the issuance  of
corporate bonds (Table 4). This statistics indicates that

most companies partly do not issues corporate bonds
because of fear of restrictive covenants.

Corporate bonds market liquidity was assessed;
36.2% of companies considered this factor as not
discouraging the issuance of corporate bonds while 63.8%
of them considered this as a factor which discouraged the
issuance of corporate bonds (Table 4). This statistic
indicates that most companies partly do not issues
corporate bonds because of lack of liquidity in corporate
bonds markets in Tanzania.

Corporate bonds information and knowledge among
investors was assessed; 34.0% of companies considered
this factor as not discouraging the issuance of corporate
bonds, while 66.0% of companies considered corporate
bonds information and knowledge among investors as
discouraging the issuance of corporate bonds (Table 4).
This indicates that partly most companies do not issue
corporate bonds because they doubt investors’ knowledge
and information about corporate bonds.

Corporate bonds factors rating statistics: Table 5
summarizes the rating of the variables/factors: -
Independent factors ratings by respondents. The study
indicated that 17.0% of companies considered corporate
restrictive covenants as being extremely stringent, 44.7%
very stringent, 23.4% moderate stringent, 6.4% less
stringent and 8.5% not stringent. This result explains the
reasons for lack of willingness to issue corporate bonds
because majority of companies considered the covenants
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Table 5:  Corporate bonds factors ratings.
Factors Frequency Percent CumulativePercentage
Corporate bonds restrictive covenant

Extremely stringent 8 17.0 17.0
Very stringent 21 44.7 61.7
Moderate stringent 11 23.4 85.1
Less stringent 3 6.4 91.5
Not stringent 4 8.5 100.0

Total 47 100.0
Corporate bonds markets liquidity

Extremely stringent 0 0.0 0.0
Very liquid 8 17.0 19.1
Moderate liquid 15 31.9 51.0
Less liquid 10 21.3 70.2
Not liquid 14 29.8 100.0

Total 47 100.0
Corporate bonds information and knowledge among investor

Extremely stringent 2 4.3 4.3
Very Informed 8 17.0 21.3
Average informed 15 31.9 53.2
Less informed 13 27.7 80.9
Not informed 9 19.1 100.0

Total 47 100.0
Research data

Table 6: Variables in equation one, two and three.
Regression  equations summary 95.0% C.I. forExp (B)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------

Equations 1 to 3 B S.E Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Upper
Equation (1) - 1.912 0.738 6.719 1 0.010 0.148 0.035 0.627
Constant 0.336 0. 586 0. 330 1 0. 566 1.400
Equation (2) 1.491 0.690 4.673 1 0.031 4.444 1.149 17.182
Constant - 1.609 0.490 10.792 1  0.001 0.200
Equation (3) 1.648 0.699 5.564 1 0.018 5.199 1.321 20.455
Constant - 1.65 0.488 11.397 1 0.001 0.192
Research data

to be at least moderate stringent by 85.1%. Table 5
indicates that 0.0% of companies considered both primary
and secondary markets to be extremely liquid, 17% very
liquid, 31.9% moderate liquid, 21.3% less liquid, and
29.8%   not   liquid.   This   indicated   that   most   of  the
companies were less confident with the market liquidity,
and therefore were not willing to issue corporate bonds as
a result.

In Table 5 the study indicated that 4.3% considered
investors to be extremely informed about corporate bonds
and had knowledge of corporate bonds, 17.0% very
informed, 31.9% informed, 27.7%  less informed, and
19.1% not informed. The results show that most people
are averagely informed or less informed about corporate
bonds and this account for the reason as to why most of
companies are not willing to issue corporate bonds.

Corporate bonds issuance regression analysis: In this
analysis a total of 47 companies were included for
computations of regression. The dependent variable was
corporate bonds issuance; the independent variables were
corporate bonds restrictive covenants, corporate bonds

markets liquidity and corporate bonds information and
knowledge among investors. Table 6 summarizes the roles
of the parameters in each model. B is the estimated
coefficient, with standard error S.E. The ratio of B to S.E.
squared equals the Wald statistic. If the Wald statistic is
significant i.e., less than (0.05) then the parameter is
useful  to  the model. Exp. (B) is the predicted change in
odds for a unit increase in the predictor. When Exp. (B) is
less than 1, increasing values of the variable correspond
to decreasing odds of the event’s occurrence. When Exp
(B) is greater than 1, increasing values of the variable
correspond to increasing odds of the event’s
occurrence.The factors were first analyzed in isolation.
The test analysis of corporate bonds results in Table 6, B
is -1.912 depicting a negative relationship with the
decision to issue corporate bonds and the constant in the
equation is 0.336. This model relationship indicates that
for a 1% increase of corporate bonds restrictive covenants
stringiness we would expect a decrease of corporate
bonds insurance by about 2 points (i.e., 1.912) when all
other factors are held constant, and the general model is
Y = 0.336 - 1.912X  all  other factors when held constant.
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Table 7: Corporate bonds factors correlations matrix.
Approx.R2

Factors Correlations (%)
Factor (1) Corporate bonds restrictive - 0.794 63
covenants 
Factor (2) Corporate bonds markets   0.710 50
liquidity
Factor (3) Corporate bonds information and   0.699 49
knowledge among investors
Research data

In the analysis, Table 6; B is 1.491 depicting a
positive relationship with the decision to issue corporate
bonds and the constant in the equation is -1.609 This
model relationship indicates that for a 1% increase of
corporate bonds markets liquidity we would expect an
increase of corporate bonds issuance by about 1.5 points
(i.e., 1.491), the model is Y= -1.609 + 1.491X all other
factors when held constant.

In the analysis, in Table 6, B is 1.648 depicting a
positive slope with the decision to issue corporate bonds
and the constant in the equation is -1.65. This model
relationship indicated that for a 1% increase of corporate
bonds information and knowledge among investors we
would expect an increase of corporate bonds issuance by
about 2 points (i.e., 1.648), Y= -1.65 + 1.648X all other
factors when held constant.

In linear regression, the R2 statistic measures the
proportion of the variation in the response that is
explained by the model. From Table 7, a correlation of -
0.794 indicates that the variables in the first hypothesis
are negatively correlated and since the correlation value
is close to -1, it is also indicative that the relationship is
not only negative but also linear.

The independent variable is corporate bonds
restrictive covenants while the dependent variable is the
decision to issue corporate bonds; the analysis indicates
that the variables are negatively and linearly related. R-
Square is 0.63 which is about 63%, indicating that about
63% of the influence of corporate bonds restrictive
covenants is accounted for in the model. Thus restrictive
covenants have a significant impact on corporate bond
issuance in Tanzania. Likewise, Luengnaruemitchai and
Lian (2005), observed that, improvements in corporate
laws, regulations and transparency protect investors. It
encourages the development of financial markets. Better
corporate laws and regulations can be implemented
through several mechanisms such as improved laws,
enhanced regulation and supervision, and stronger
enforcement of private contracts 

From Table 7 a correlation value of 0.710 indicates
that the variables in the second hypothesis are positively
and linearly correlated, that independent variable is
corporate bonds markets liquidity while the dependent
variable is corporate bonds issuance decision, the R-
square value is 0.5041, indicating that about 50% of the
influence of corporate bonds markets liquidity has been

accounted for in the model. Thus lack of market liquidity
is a significant influence to issuance of corporate bonds in
Tanzania.  Comparative studies (Hencsey and Hultgren,
2001; Zukowska-Gagelmann, 2001; Krkosko, 2002)
indicate that, lack of well-established corporate bonds
markets is a major deterrent due to lack of market
liquidity. On the other hand; Luengnaruemitchai and Lian,
(2005), report that, efforts to foster liquidity in corporate
bonds requires them to be listed on existing stock
exchanges or even setting up of exchanges devoted to
fixed income securities. 

In Table 7, a correlation of 0.699 indicates that the
variables in the third hypothesis are linearly related and
since the correlation value is close to +1, it is also
indicative that the relationship is not only significant but
also linear and positive. The independent variable is
corporate bonds information and knowledge among
investors, while the dependent variable is the decision to
issue corporate bonds; the analysis indicates that the
variables relationship is strong. R-Square is 0.4886 which
is about 48.86%, indicating that about 49% of the weight
of corporate bonds information and knowledge among
investors is accounted for in the model. Therefore,
corporate bond market information has an impact on the
issuance of corporate bonds in Tanzania. Thus, a report by
(IOSCO, 2004) indicates that, sophisticated market
infrastructure in trading clearing and settlement systems
are necessary to ensure efficiency and credibility of the
trading system since they facilitate flows of information
and the price discovery process. Comparatively,
Gyntelberg et al. (2005) found that, corporate bonds
market development does not happen when investors have
little access to adequate information. The secondary
markets have developed even less, such inactivity may
stem from a lack of investor diversity, inadequate market
microstructures and insufficient flows of timely
informationThe proceeding analysis processes
relationships when all the three factors are put together
against the dependent variable, consequently the
following relationships were deduced and summarized in
Table 8 to indicate the multiple regressions that is there
between the variables under study. In this Table the
dependent  variable (corporate bonds issuance) is
influence by the independent variables as follows and the
beta values (B1,2,3) for the independent variables are;
corporate bonds  restrictive covenants is 16.066, corporate
bonds markets liquidity is 7.622 and corporate bonds
information & knowledge among investors is 8.290, while
the constant is 0.000. Refer to Table 8.

In this case the model would become Y = -16.066X1
+ 7.622 X2+ 8.29 X3 when all other factors are held
constant.

Corporate bonds issuance tests of hypotheses: The
hypotheses  in  this  study  were  tested using Chi-Square
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Table 8: Variables in the general equation.
95.0% C.I for EXP (B)
----------------------------------------------

Bi S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp (B) Lower Upper
(1) -16.066 68.279 0.055 1 0.814 0.000 0.000 1.39E+51
(2) 7.622 48.719 0.024 1 0.876 2043.3 0.000 3.46E+44
(3) 8.290 48.095 0.300 1 0.863 3983.7 0.000 3.46E+44
Constant 0.000 0.632 0.000 1 1.000 1.00
Research data

Table 9: Chi-square tests statistics of model one, two and three .
Factors Relationships on Corporate Bond Issuance  Chi-square df Sig.
Test (1) Corporate bonds restrictive covenants 7.062 1 0.008
Test (2) Liquidity in corporate bonds markets 4.891 1 0.027
Test (3) Information & knowledge among investors about corporate bonds 5.860 1 0.015
Research data

tests; the research study had concentrated on three
hypotheses   which   are   discussed   below.   All   three
hypotheses were tested at 95% level of significance that
is (0.05 p-values). In each case a test of a null hypothesis
is followed by an alternative hypothesis.

The first hypothesis stated that; H0 -There is no
significant relationship between corporate bonds
restrictive covenants and corporate bonds issuance in
Tanzania. The Chi-Square Test for a calculated value was
7.062 and was tested at 0.05 probabilities. Because this
value of 7.062 exceeds the limit value of 3.841 at 1 degree
of freedom, the null hypothesis was rejected and the
alternative hypothesis was accepted. The Chi-Square test
was found to be statistically significant (p-value = 0.008)
which means the model can be adopted to explain the
effects of corporate bonds restrictive covenants on
corporate bonds issuance/decisions (Table 9) From the
above test the null hypothesis was rejected and the
alternative hypothesis was accepted, therefore; H1 -There
is a significant relationship between corporate bonds
restrictive covenants and corporate bonds issuance in
Tanzania.

The second hypothesis stated that; H0 -There is no
significant relationship between liquidity in corporate
bonds markets and corporate bonds issuance in Tanzania.
The Chi-Square Test for a calculated value of 4.891 was
tested at 0.05 probabilities. And because this value of
4.891 exceeds the limit value of 3.841 at 95% and 1
degree of freedom, the null hypothesis was rejected and
the alternative hypothesis was accepted. But also the Chi-
Square test was found to be statistically significant (p-
value = 0.027) which means the model can be adopted to
explain the effects of corporate bonds markets liquidity on
corporate bonds issuance/decisions (Table 9).

From the above test the null hypothesis was rejected
and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, therefore; H1
-There is a significant relationship between liquidity in
corporate bonds markets and corporate bonds issuance in
Tanzania.

The third hypothesis stated that; H0 -There is no
significant    relationship    between    information    and

Table 10: Other factors affecting corporate bonds issuance.
Percentage  

Factors based on sample
Lack of confidence in banks 3
Fear of depreciation of local currency 7
Lack of saving habits 5
Keeping minimum funds in the country 5
Presence of few investors 11
Company policy 16
Stock exchange market inefficiency 15
Lack of credit rating agency 11
Presence of other sources of finance 6
Lack of board of directors’ independence 4
Weak capital base 10
Unpredictable/uncertain cash flows 4
Lack of financial entrepreneurship among investors 2
Research data 

knowledge among investors about corporate bonds and
the issuance of corporate bonds in Tanzania. The Chi-
Square Test for a calculated value of 5.86 was tested at
0.05 probability and because this value of 5.86 exceeds
the limit value of 3.841 at 95% and 1 degree of freedom,
the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative
hypothesis was accepted, the Chi-square test was found to
be statistically significant (p-value = 0.015) which means
that the model can be adopted to explain the effects of
information and knowledge among investors about
corporate  bonds  on  corporate  bonds issuance/decision
(Table 9) From the above test the null hypothesis was
rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted,
therefore; H1 -There is a significant relationship between
information and knowledge among investors a bout
corporate bonds and the issuance of corporate bonds in
Tanzania.

Other cited factors affecting corporate bonds issuance:
Apart from the factors that were analyzed above there
were other suggested factors. These factors were
identified by the respondents as affecting the issuance of
corporate bonds in Tanzania. They were rated in
percentages as indicated in Table 10. 

Among these factors, company policy ranked high
with almost 16% of companies suggesting that this factor
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affects the issuance of corporate bonds, partly because
most of these companies are still new. The stock exchange
market inefficacy ranked second with about 15% of
companies suggestion, absence of credit rating agency,
presence of few investors and weak capital base were
ranking third with about 11, 11 and 10%, respectively of
companies suggestions, indicating these factors affect the
issuance of corporate bonds.Similarly, Reininger et al.,
(2002) report  that corporate bonds markets in developing
economies such as Central and Eastern Europe (CEE),
Latin America, Asia (such as India and Indonesia) and
Africa are in some parts narrow. In these countries they
are being promoted for growth and development through
new economic policies. In mature markets, where
corporate bonds markets are more developed,
instructional and policy factors have played a very
important role. In some of these emerging markets, the
pickup in corporate bonds issuance in recent years has
resulted from necessity.

CONCLUSION

From the above analysis the statistical inference
answers the questions whether the stated relationships are
genuine or not. In regression the relationships were linear,
in correlation; the premises of the pairs of variables were
indeed correlated. In each pair above, the correlations
were genuine. The first negatively and the last two
positively correlated and all the alternative hypotheses
were accepted. Therefore the more the restrictive
covenants were stringent the more the companies were
unwilling to issue corporate bonds; on the other hand the
more the corporate bonds markets were liquid, and the
more investors were informed and knowledgeable about
corporate bonds the more companies were willing to issue
corporate bonds in Tanzania, while the opposites remain
true.

RECOMMENDATION

A combination of measures is necessary for an
effective development of a liquid corporate bonds market
in Tanzania. In turn this development will encourage
more companies to issue corporate bonds. In Tanzania
currently the information culture is still underdeveloped.
A development of an information culture will increase not
only awareness and transparency but also increase
confidence with banks and corporations that issue
corporate bonds. And lastly, an efficient legal system
should safeguard the interests of investors so that their
interest would be protected. 

In response to the above factors a number of
suggestions/solutions were identified. Among these were:

C Outsourcing of competent personnel to manage
corporate bonds issuance

C Public education and sensitization on corporate bonds
C Introduction of good monetary policy
C Corporate bonds to be streamlined
C Establishment of credit rating agencies
C Introduction of tax concessions on corporate bonds

listing
C Relaxation of corporate bonds listing requirements

Establishment of credit rating agencies for corporate
bonds ranked high with about 24% of companies’
suggestions. Currently in Tanzania there are no credit
rating agencies, while relaxation of corporate bonds
listing requirements was sited as the second ranking with
about 21% of companies’ suggestions. Currently, it is
difficulty for small companies to list corporate bonds at
DSE. The following are recommendations and
suggestions to special stakeholders.

To the government: It is commonly logical that if
restrictive covenants are not shielding well the interests of
the investors, they will recoil from buying corporate
bonds. But, if they are binding and the policy and legal
system is in place to shield such interests, then this will
create demand for corporate bonds. Therefore the legal
system should be efficient enough to safeguard both
foreign and local investors.

The following are some of government policies
which need to be readdressed and safeguarded. The
National Investment Promotion Policy has two major
objectives; one of which is the enhancement of
transparent legal framework that facilitate the promotion
and gives due guarantee of protection to all forms of
investment activities. Capital Control Policy, a policy
which governs the stock market. The objective of this
policy is to enhance efficiency of capital markets and
promote capital inflow through information
dissemination. The efficiency of the Dar es Salaam Stock
Exchange will be enhanced, and this in turn will stimulate
more issues and trading of corporate bonds in stock
market. Thus these policy frameworks should   be
strengthened.

The government should broaden the investor base so
as to reduce the heavy reliance on a captive market. A
broader investor base improves corporate bonds market
liquidly. This leads to more corporate bonds issuance not
only because of the size effect but also because of having
a big number of investors with diverse risk profiles. This
enables smooth dissipation of market shocks. Moreover,
a large investor base generates incentives for financial
innovation, leading to greater market dynamism and lower
transaction costs. Therefore the economy in Tanzania
should foster this sprit of broadening investors’ base in
order to improve liquidity of both primary and secondary
markets in Tanzania.

Corporate bonds markets are as well responsive to tax
inducements (incentives). The formulation of a tax
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structure can create distortions in taxation of income from
various type of investment. In principle, a system of
capital income taxation should treat incomes from all
types of investments and savings equally, including bank
deposits, equity, as well as corporate bonds and other debt
instruments. Excessive distortions in the system of capital
taxation affect the attractiveness of instruments not only
for investors and savers but also the financing behavior of
issuers and borrowers. Levying stamp duties on corporate
bonds transactions makes investments in corporate bond
less attractive compared to other investments. It was
therefore suggested by respondents that there should be as
special consideration of tax concession on corporate
bonds in order to encourage the issuance and demand for
corporate bonds. This and other suggested measurers
above should be given first priority in Tanzania.

The significance of the government’s role is verified
by the experience of Republic of Korea and Malaysia.
Governments in these two countries made corporate
bonds markets development a main concern and took
steps to facilitate this. In Malaysia, the government
directed the utilization of funds from the Malaysian
Provident Fund by infrastructure providers and it created
a national mortgage corporation (Camagas Berhad) in
1988 to securitize banks mortgage loans and developed
the private/corporate bonds markets. Such moves may as
well function in Tanzania in order to encourage the
issuance of corporate bonds.

To DSE and other regulators: Many emerging local
corporate bonds markets presently lack sophistication in
their credit risk assessments. This has been a major
constraint to the growth of emerging corporate bonds
primary and secondary markets. While the full
development of a credit culture is still some way off,
market participants complain that there is not enough
price discrimination in the secondary markets. The
presence of credit rating agencies in Tanzania will guide
investors’ choices for better investment options. It will
function as an instrument that will facilitate the
dissemination of information on corporate bonds to
investors. 

Knowledge and information about corporate bonds
may be disseminated through development of corporate
information culture, rating agencies, and financial
reporting through financial statements, financial
performance and credit worthiness. The nonexistence of
such a system may discourage the issuance of corporate
bonds. Conversely the knowledge and information  about
corporate bonds and information flow on credibility of
companies may influence companies to issue corporate
bonds, while the reverse remain true, the knowledge and
information about corporate bonds may generate a
potential demand for corporate bonds. The DSE and other

regulators should play part to create knowledge and
information on corporate bonds.
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